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Toxic exposure
kept secret

The U.S. government secretly
hired hundreds of private
companies during the 1940s
and '50s to process huge
volumes of nuclear weapons
material,
leaving a
legacy of
8l poisoned places poisoned
By Peter Eisler, USA TODAY WOrkers and
contaminated communities
that lingers to this day.
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From mom-and-pop machi.ne shC!~s. to big-name che~
ical firms, private manufactunng ~acilit1es .across the nat~on
were quietly converted to the r!sky busm~ss of handling
tons of uranium, thorium, polornum, beryllium and other
radioactive and toxic substances, Few of _the contractors
were prepared for the hazards of thelf governmentsponsored missions.
·
.
Thousands of workers were exposed to dangerou~ le~els
of radiation, often hundreds of time~ ~tronger than t:Pe. hm-:its of the time. Dozens of commurntles were. contamm~t
ed, their air, ground and water fouled by toXIc and radioactive waste.
.' .
The risks were kept hidden. In some cases, they pave remained so.
··.
,
AUSA TODAY investigation found, that tne gover~ment s
relianceto on.
a vast
network
p.ri.vat·e·
··IMn
... ·-i@t:H~
. ·~. ~.·"'.mil·.·..__·,lsgr~ve
and 1,.:
shops
build
America's
earlyofn4ct~ar·.
health and environmental conseque(\ ,
efil\ 0ffi9als •i
knew of severe hazards to the comparu . . ~y~e~ :and
surrounding neighborhoods, but reports detailing the
problems were classified and locked away.
·
The full story of the secret contractipg e!IQrt has never
been told. Many of the companie~ that w~re involved.~ave
been forgotten, the impact of their operations unexal!lme~
for half a century. Yet their history catiie~ -pro~ound Implications f()f the thousands of people they employed, as well

as for the thousands who lived and still live - near the factories.
·At a time when the nation is reaSSessing the worker ills and ecological damage wrought by large,
government-owned nuclear weapons plants, the record of the private
companies that did the work before those facilities were built has
had little scrutiny.
Most of the contracting sites
were in the industrial belt: through
New England, New York, New jersey and Pennsylvania, around the
Great Lakes and down the Ohio
and Mississippi river valleys. They
were in big cities such as Detroit,
Cleveland, Chicago and St. Louis.
And they were in smaller communities, such as Lockport, N.Y., Carnegie, Pa., and joliet, Ill. Some did
only minor work for the weapons
prosram. but dozens of private facilities handled large quantities of
radioactive and toxic material.
'These places just fell off the
map," says Dan Guttman, former
director of the President's Advisory
Committee on Human Radiation
Experiments, set up in 1994 to in:..
vestigate revelations that government-funded scientists exposed
unknowing subjects to danger<_:Jus
isotopes in secret Cold War studies.
"People were put at considerable
risk. It appears (the government)
knew full well that (safety) standards. we~ being violated, but
there's been no effort to maintain
contact with these people (and)
look at the effects," says Guttman, a
lawyer and weapons program
watchdog who returned to private
practice after the committee finished ·its work in 1995. ''There's no
legitimate reason for this neglect."
USA TODAY reviewed 100,000
pages of government records,
many recently declassified and
never before subject to public review. to assess the scope and im-

pact of nuclear weapons work
done at private facilities in the
1940s and '50s. Reporters visited
archives and former contracting
sites in 10 states, interviewing
scores of former employees, neighbors and government officials.
Key findings:
~ Beginning with the development of the first atomic bombs
during World War II, the government secretly hired about 300 private companies to process and produce material used in nuclear
weapons production. At least a
third of them handled hundreds.
thousands or even millions of
pounds of radioactive and toxic
material; .often without the equipment orknowledge to protect the
health and safety of workers or
nearby communities.
The contracting wound down in
the mid-1950s as government facilities were built to take over most
weapons-building operations - a
move spurred partly by hazards at
contracting sites.
~ The government regularly
documented worker health risks at
many of the private facilities doing
weapons work, producing highly
classified reports that detailed raCliation exposure rates hundreds of
times above its safety standards.
The Institute for Energy and Environmental Research, hired by
USA TODAY to provide an expert
review of old radiation data on
three contracting operations, estimates that workers in the riskiest
jobs had a 40% chance of dying
from cancer - an increase of 200%
over the general population - as
well as higher odds for respiratory
and kidney ills. But there's no telling how many, if any, workers have
gotten sick or died from their exposures; they've gotten virtually
no medical study.
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Thousands of workers were put at
a 'considerable risl<'
tilation.... We did what we could
to protect (workers). The radioactive waste, we didn't think much
about it People didn't (fully) understand the risks~" ..

'We'll continue
tO be aggressive'
Energy secretary says u.s.

is committed
to cleanup
..
,·''

'
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· ~rgy Secretary Bill Richardson, who took office in

A~ 1998, w~ .'briefed on USA TODAY's investigatiotfof.the health and environmental record of
private corjlpapies
~the 1940~ and ·s~s to prodl,i.ce ~~process J:a(i4>active and toXIc matenal for the
goyernflltl"-f~ P,qQ¢aJ: weapons progr~.
llere ctte Srii'tie uf lili responses dunng a telephone
interview Tuesday with USA TODAY reporter Peter
Ei~ler:
.
·

rnred

Q; It seems that a lot of these old contracting
sites have been forgotten over the decades since
they wrapped up tltelr work: Is that so?

:A: Solp~'of ~~ese;private .sites have falle~ off the
map. And tt's un:portant that m the not-too-distant futUre the government/look at their potential hazards
an,d find .wa~ ..to ~· responsible to the communities
and the worl,<ers.
.
Metal dust: A metal-rolling mill similar to those used at Simonds. lbe
ventilator hood atop the machine removed dust; for years at Simonds,
work was done on radioactive materials using unventilated mills.
.,. Dozens of companies doing
weapons work contaminated the
air, soil and water with toxic and
radioactive waste. Studies done at
the time documented some operations pumping hundreds of pounds
of uranium dust into the sky each
month and others dumping thousands of pounds of solid and liquid
wastes on the ground or into
creeks, rivers and sewers.
Federal officials sometimes endorsed such practices as cheap,
easy ways to get rid of hazardous
byproducts that in many cases left
contamination that persists today.
As with the workers' healtl:l. there's
beeri no effort to assess whether
the hazards made anyone ill.
.,. Both the governm~nt ~nd.ex
ecutives at the companies It hrred
for weapons work hid the health
and environmental problems.
Federal officials misled workers.
insisting their jobs were ~afe de-

spite haVing evidence to the con-:
trary. Surviving · employees stilt
have not been ·told of their risl<s,
though screening and early treatment could boost their odds for
surv'iving · soine illnesses they
might face as a result of their work.
Likewise, communities were left
unaware of toxic and radioactive
waste spilling from behind the innocuous facades of local businesses. The secrecy that shrouded the
weapons program's contracting still
masks residual contamination at
some sites.
"It was a different time, the Cold
War WAs on," says Arthur Piccot,
81, a health and safety moriitor
with the weapons program in the
late '40s and '50s.
Producing weapons "w.;~S the
priority, period," he says. "A lot of
these places. were modified (for
weapons work) in a hurry. There
might be a hole in the roof for ven-

Q; What sort of steps do you think are necessary to address the health and environmental legacies of these places?

A: Over the years, both the government and the
contractors were not' candid with workers and the
public about potential contamiriation as well as cleanup. We need to find ways to reconstruct and preserve
tne hi~ry of. some of these sites. If _vve find historic
si~stha.tneeci t(} be cleaned up, I believe the govern- ,
met}fiS obliga~d to do ju~t that. (And) it is _time we
pay
(workers) if they are sick because of their work
,.!;
<

Q; This actmhustration has been the first to ac~edge .that the .nuclear weapons program
c:aU$ed. a lot .of illnesses among workers. Now
there'sJegislation to provide compensation to
some of dioSe people. Do you think employees at
the private sites should be included?
A: We'll continue to be aggressive, whether at federal or private sites.

'

.

Q; What about the environmental damage at
some of these places?
A: Cleaning up the environmental legacy of the Cold
War is a massive task. We have the largest cleanup
program in the world, with a budget of over $6 billion
a year, to focus on some truly urgent problems. But
that doesn't mean we should forget about the past. It
will take some time (to address problems at private
sites), but we have a responsibility to clean them up.
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·Q; The government' never has released any sort ·
o( comprehensive .list of all the private ~ites.
WOuld you consid~r compiling&\ public registry? •
A: .J would be receptive to such' ari' ide4 We've al~
ready started to develop databases that f:aO be shared .

with the public. l believe it's important that we be
open with the public and our workers, and we should
do a full accounting.
.
·
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'About
this report
Today
~In the 1940s
and '50s, the
government secretly hired hundreds of private
companies to
work on the nuclear weapons
program - and
never told the
workers or their
communities of
the dangers they
might face from
radiation and
other hazards.
Next
~ The workers:
Many of the surviving workers
now have higher
risks for cancer
and other ailments, but there
has been almost
no effort to learn
whether such
problems have
occurred. That
oversight might
cost those who
have gotten sick
a chance for
compensation.
~ The environment Radioactive and toxic
contamination at
many of the contracting sites lingered for years,
sometimes with
serious health
risks. Some sites
still are not
cleaned up. The)
have been ignored by federal
programs meant
to address poilu
tion from nude<
arms productior

Courtesy of the Malcolm family

Early 1950s: Lewis Malcolm poses for a photo with fellow Simonds Saw and Steel employees. The Lockport, N.Y.,
company performed work for the government's nuclear weapons program from the late 1940s to the mid-1950s.
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The risl<s were lmown,
but not relaved to worl<ers

In March 1948, when the firs1
rail cars of uranium and thori·
·urn began arriving at the Simonds Saw and Steel Co. in
.Lockport, N.Y., Lewis Mal~ol~ felt luck~
to have a joo on .the plants btg steel
roll4lg mills. In. the weeks before he
~died of kidney failure this june, Malcolm · · · · so sure.

By Robert Deutsch, USA TO

fhis summer: Malcolm before his death. He said he wondered whether his
~xposure to uranium and thorium dust had caused his health problems.
'I asked my doctor . . . and he said, 'Could be; you just can't know for sure.'
At 79, his once-strapping frame was
so withered that his wife had to help
him to the car and then drive him 30
~s to a Niagara Falls hospital for the
weekly dialysis treatments that kept
him alive these past few years.
He wasn't bitter about his illness one of several linked to the kind of uranium dust exposures he incurred dur-"
ing his years at Siinonds. just curious.
"I've wondered whether something
like that could be a cause of this," he
said in an interview befol'e' he died.
"There was a lot of dl!st We thought
there might be problems. They took
urine samples. Sometimes they sent us
to the doctor (for exams). They always
assured us there was no danger."
On the job at age 18
Malcolm started at the steel mill in
the late 1930s, at age 18. He left to
serve in the Army during World War II,
returned in 1945 and stayed 30 years
until he retired.
In 1948, workers were told they
would be rolling a new metal, a government job they would work part
time each month. The shipments arrived with armed guards who stayed
until the metal billets all had been
heated and milled into long rods of a
precise diameter, often 1.45 inches.
"I told (a guard) one time that I stole
a piece, and I really got chewed out, almost got fired," recalls Ed Cook, 84,
another Simonds retiree. "I was just
kidding. The billets weighed 200

actlvltl~~s.
\Atr:~nn•~n

cleat •'"'"-~v•"
Federal
.a!S lSUSJ>ect~OI.!>OOfl
the operation began
ting workers. in danger.
In October 1948, the .medi~ sec~
tion of the Atomic Energy COmmission
(AEC) found "hazardous com;~ntra~
tions" of airborne uranium dust in. a
site study. :Tile most highly e~osed
workers .were, on average, breathing
the dustaHevels up to 190 times the
"maximurif allowable concentration"
of the time;
·
·
''This operation results in profuse at- .
mospheric ·contamination," AOC med~
ical experts warned in another report
in 1949. · "Th ·satisfy Hanford's urgent
need for rpUed metal, itwa5 necessary
to begiri (the ·work) before suitable
(safety) cohtrols roul~ be installed~"

over the
·ti¢Xt:.·.
·. :·=··.
w.'
• the AEC
medital
:section.'·
· ~a·rs·
'Simonds
repeatedly to l,>oosu ·. ty. The cqmpany
implemented ;some;. orders,· building
new ventilation ·:systems and issuing
coveralls that' Were ·.laundered . e~ch
day. Others;· ~Lich as demands thaftbe
planf install a vacuum system to clean
radioactive dust, never were imple-·
mented.
Still, the changes had an impact. Site
studies into the early '50s found uranium dust levels had declined markedly,

though in some spots they still ho1.1
ered ·at several times the AEC limit.
But thorium, which continued to b
rolled on mills without ventilators, re
mained a problem. In 1954, an AE1
survey at Simonds found that levels c
thorium dust, which poses far greate
radiation hazards than uraniurr
reached 40 times the federal limit "too high, even for intermittent opera
tions."
AEC staff pointed out to Simond!
management in a follow-up letter tha
recommendations for safety upgrade!
including mandatory respirator usE
''were not followed." A later memo re
ported that the mill superintenden
resisted such ideas and "intimated tha
if it became necessary to install elabo
rate dust eliminating·equipment, fur
ther work of this nature would have t1
be abandoned."
As was often the case, the AEI
backed off, too dependent on Simond!
work to risk having the company call i
quits.
'Horrible' exposures
Based on the worker exposures doc
umented 1n the old AEC reports, dur
ing Simonds' peak years of operatior
workers in the most dangerous job
suffered annual lung doses of radiatio1
well over 130 rem (a unit of radiatio1
measurement), according to estimate
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by the Institute for Energy and Environmental Research, a non-profit think
tank that specializes in assessing radiological risks. The doses ranged up to 10
times the federal safety standards of
the day.
·
"These exposures are horrible. They
were unconsdoriaQiy .high. They violated le~land ethical norms," says Arjun Makhijani, the hi.stitute's director,
who has written several books on radiation risks and provided expert testimony on the subject for Congress and
various court proceclings. "At the high
end of the (estirrlated) doses, workers'
risk of dying from cancer was increased by more than 20%. Many of

sort of work at government-owned
weapons plants and later contracted
certain cancers and other ailments tied
to their jobs. But the bill makes no
promises to compensate people who
worked at Simonds or most other private facilities. It notes only that workers at commercial sites can be added
to the eligibility list in the future.
"It sure would help," Malcolm said
of the compensation idea in the interview before his death.
By that time, he was spending about
$550 a month on medication and private insurance he'd had to buy since
his health benefits from Simonds disappeared with the company's demise
20 years ago. His monthly pension
from the steel mill totaled about $580.
A few years back, he and his wife,
who also collected Social Security, sold
the little farm where they ran a roadside produce stand and moved into a
tidy mobile home.
"I asked my doctor whether my
(lung and kidney) problems could be
related to the work we did, and he
said, 'Could be; you just can't know for
sure."' Malcolm said. "You just have to
go along with it"
Other sites

the workers would also be expected to
have kidney damage."
·
Most of the swviving workers have
no idea of the ris~
Neither
the
·
··

'MC')dlfQtlmal:ion sheet for
stated that
to anyone's
workers
radiation"
it assured
them
be "so slight
that sp~ial ins1tturneiitts must be used
to detect 1ft.;' ·;',: ', ·(: ·.;
· Even extreme doses of radiation
can't be deteqed without special instrum~9ts· ::;
·. i
Studies· rieVer.don¢ . .

There's no way to know whether
the he~th problems later suffered by
some Simonds workers are the result
of the uranium and thorium work. The
sort ·of epidemiological studies that
might conclusively link illnesses to
their exposures have never been done.
Congress and the Clinton administration are considering legislation to
compensate people who did the same

There were sites like Simonds all
over the country.
· After World War II, U.S. officials decided to build on the Manhattan Project, the top-secret military program
that yielded the first atomic bombs,
and iaunch a full.::jJlown nuclear' wea~·
ons production effort.
The Atomic Energy. Commission, a
civilian agency set up by Congress in
1946 to run the program. recognized
that the government lacked the manufacturing facilities and expertise to do
the job alone.
Initially, the AEC simply renewed
contracts with a small group of companies that had been hired to do work
for the Manha~ Proj~•. where the
practice of using private firms to do
nuclear weapons work was born. But
with the Soviet Union's detonation of
its first atomic bomb in 1949, the Cold
War arms race was on, and the AEC,
made up of political appointees of various stripes, moved to a far more aggressive weapons-production schedule. The number of private companies
hired to work for the weapons program multiplied.
"Not all contractors are safety-conscious since in every case they are chosen primarily because of (production)
capabilities," warned a 1947 memo to
AEC officials from Bernard Wolf, medical director in the commission's New
York office. "Hazards to public health
of AEC operations have been given inadequate consideration."
Wolf, who is now dead, advocated a
strong "regulatory" program to see
that contractors ensured worker safe-

ty; he also note~ ~he need for "s~,ud~
ing the waste dtsposal problem. Hts
recommendations, like those of many
health arid safety officials in the coming years, were not fully implemented.
The commission's main goal was to get
a lot of weapons built quickly.
"It was almost like being on a wartime footing," says Richard Hewlett,
official historian for the weapons program from 1957 to 1980. Production
"was done almost on a crisis basis. The
commission approved (operations)
that in a normal, peacetime atmosphere would not have been app~ove~."
Most of the AEC's contractmg mvolved uranium, used in various forms
as a fissionable explosive for weapons
and as raw material to make plutonium, the core of most nuclear weapons.
But there were plenty of other toxic
and radioactive jobs given to private
companies.
Hazardous duty

Some examples of the types of operatibns - and risks - that defined the
contracting effort:
.,. Big uranium-refining and -processing plants in Cleveland: St. Louis;
Cannonsburg, Pa.: Deepwater, N.J: and
outside Boston and Buffalo handled
some of the most dangerous operations. At Harshaw Chemical Co. in
Cleveland, for example, classified AEC
studies in the late '40s and early '50s
found that employees faced "severe
exposures" to uranium dust and beta
radiation, and workers' kidneys regularly showed signs of uranium poisoning.. During that time, records
show,· the plant also pumped 350 to
500 pounds of uranium dust from its
stacks each month, spewing it over
nearby areas. The site remains contaminated.
.,. St~el mills and metalworking
shops cut and forged uranium, thorium, beryllium and other hazardous
material. At Vulcan Crucible Tool and
Steel in Aliquippa, Pa., some workers
breathed uranium dust at 200 times
the AECs safety limit, records show. At
Revere 'Copper and Brass in Dt::troit,
dust levels of uranium and beryllium, a
chemical that causas lurig~aisease, hit
20 times the maximum safe level at
that ~.'time. Residual pollution was
common. A1980 federal survey of the
Carnegie, Pa., site where Superior
Steel.roJied uranium for the weapons
program found radiation in scrap pits
and floor areas well above safety standards. Plant owners later had the areas::cemented over; federal officials
saw no need to check the fix.
· .,. Chemical and metallurgical companies produced an array of specialized 'metals, comPounds and solvents
with radioactive and toxic properties.
Workers making polonium at plants
run by Monsanto Chemical in Dayton,
Ohio, routinely were found to be ex-

1\ey
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creting high levels of the radioactive
element in their urine, records show.
At Carborundum Metals in Akron.
N.Y., where hafnium and zirconium
were refined for weapons use, federal_
officials endorsed the dumpmg ot
hundreds of thousands of gallons ot
ammonium thiocyanate waste into a
sewer that ran into the Niagara River.
At Linde Air Products in Tonawanda,
N.Y., weapons program officials endorsed the dumping of millions of gallons of radioactive chemical wastes
generated by contracting operations
into underground wells.
The contracting network set up by
the weapons program "was like a root
system spreading into all different sectors of (American) industry. The companies were really diverse," says
Timothy Karpin, an industrial historian who has spent the past five years
doing research for a "traveler's guide"
to nuclear weapons production sites.
"The companies doing the work often weren't aware of the overall goal,"
adds james Maroncelli, another historian on the book project. "They were
told just enough to do the job."
The AEC began to move away from
using private facilities to do weapons
work in the early '50s, building a network of large, government-owned
complexes that gradually took over
most operations. The federal plants
typically were run by commercial
contractors, which still employed
some subcontractors to do certain
jobs at private facilities. And a number of commercial firms also did radioactive and toxic work for the AEC
Naval Reactor Program, which built
power plants for nuclear ships and
submarines. But most work at private
sites ended by 1960.
The AEC "wanted to get things standardized and keep more .control over
the operations," says Maroncelli. "It
was about effici~ncy and secrecy."

Little time for safety
as arms race runs at
full speed
Plans for cutting health and environmental risks at contracting sites, which
!-'sually in":'olved slowing or interruptmg operations, often got shelved.
Through the 1940s and '50s, classified studies repeatedly found that
many of the private firms hired to do
weapons work were grossly violating
the commission's worker-safety standards. If the problems were corrected,
and many were not, it typically took
ye~rs. Cancel!ng contracts or imposing
senous sanctions was never seen as an
option for forcing companies to adopt
new safeguards.
Health and safety officials generally
had little choice but to go along.
'The purpose was production. . ..
Health and safety was not the chief
p~rpose of these (operations)," says
RIChard Heatherton, 81, who joined
the AEC as an industrial hygienist in
the late '40s and stayed as a health and
safety expert for the weapons program
until1980.
It's difficult to pinpoint how many
people worked at companies hired by
the weapons program. A,1949 AEC report noted that at least 3,000 men had
been involved in uranium work at just
a half-dozen. or so of the private sites.
Based on records, inciU(lirig workforce
figures for some of the contracting outfits; USA TODAY estimates that at least
10,000 people had been employed by
the early '50s at commercial facilities
that handled radioactive and toxic material for nuclear weapons.

From the earliest days of the
nuclear weapons program,·.
health and safety were sec..,; .
ondary concerns. Officials at
the Atomic Energy Commission recog-.
nized that they had to define~and ll)Inlmize the risks of the weapons-mal<Ing·
process. But the White House, Congress
and the Pentagon demanded that production run at a feverish pace.

moments in
U.S. nuclear
arms
history
1941
Dec. 7: japanese
attack Pearl Harbor. United States
enters World
War!!.
1942

Midyear: Scientists gather in
Los Alamos, N.M.,
to work on the
"Manhattan Project." Their job is
to build the first
nuclear weapons
before German
scientists do.
December: First
self-sustaining
nuclear reaction
is achieved at the
University of Chicago.
1945
july 16: "Trinity,"
code name for
the first nuclear
test. takes place
in Alamogordo. ,
N.M.
Aug. 6: Atomic
bomb dropped
on Hiroshima,
japan.
Aug. 9: Atomic
bomb dropped
on Nagasaki,
japan.

1949
First Soviet test
of a nuclear
bomb.

AP

Nevada site:
Marines conduct tactical
training exercises during
atomic blast in
May 1952.

1951
Nevada Test Sir
is established. I
was originally
known as the
Nevada Provin~
Grounds. There
have been 928
nuclear tests at
the test site sin
it opened. inclu
ing 100 atmospheric tests.
1962
Cuban Missile
Crisis. United
States and Sovi<
Union arguably
come their clos
est to a nuclear
confrontation.
1972
United States ar
Soviet Union si§
SALT I arms-lirr
ration treaty.
1991

Soviet Union
solves.

di~

1992
Last U.S. nuclea
weapons test.
1993
START II treaty
signed by President Bush and
Russian Preside
Boris Yeltsin.
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"I don't think there was any intent on
anyone's part to harm arwone," Heatherton,says of the ·p~blems at many
comp,anies. "If, for example, you recommended ventilaticm •.. yes, they'd
intend to put. it in, but it wasn't done
overri!ght You wouldn't stop production to put in new ventilation, so we
did a lot With other things, like respirators, which was farJrom ideal, but you
did what you could."
.
Similarly, efforts to control envu:onmental contamination were -pursued
only until they threatened. to slow
down the weapons-making effort ·
A,t a'june :194~ n:teeting of the AEC's
Advisory COmrtusston on Btology and
Medili1ffie, officials acknoMeqged that
there' was little interest in curbing toxic
and radioactive waste at uraniumprocessing operations in Cle'(eland, St
Louis and elsewhere.':'Jhere ts a reluctance, oatiirally, on the'-part of pro~uc
tio,p pebple to authorize expenditure
of-funds to clear these places up," the
minutes of the meeting reported.
· Yet, while officials running the weapons program weren't always keen on
fixing health and environmental problems at contracting sites, they certainly
wanted to know all about them.
From the moment the nuclear
weapons program began, and especially once the AEC too~ '?ver, health. and
environmental condtttons at prtvate
contracting sites were studied clos~ly.
Officials wanted to know hoW... mu~h
time. worke.rs. cow.·i!d
s ~nd '?.nj>~.·. jc-.
ular jobs before
ermg ill ef{~s.
They wanted to · ow what sorf ~f.
risks the · .
·
. posed
to
.
reports were used to
safety features should
in plants the gove~nment
to take over many operati6ns that
had been done at commercial facilities.
And they were used to assess'the government's potentialliabi\i,tyJ~rh~th
and environmental prQblerris. · .·, .•. ·
.The ·s~¢~ ·\\!ere.. closely,. ~eld ·ang
htghly classiftelt, m many ~es w~U in·.
to t;he t990S, ~rgely,.~use th~yre
vealed secrets ·a~iWeapo~ NYQrk.
But other fa~I:$:ltbat had nat~ to
do witl;t secuti~· ~so played a ~part
in the .AEC's dectston to keep tlj~ :rf~ky
na. ofits operations und.eer &v.:r.a.p·s.
"i~ipers referring to Jevels of$Jileapd
watet: ('ririfumination. surro1-1ndihg :AEC
(opefitfol)s)' aM papers dealiAA 'with
poteritial brocess ha.zards to .• ~.ployees are definitely prejudicial t() the best
interest of 'the government!' . said a
1947 AEC merr10 circUlated to top officialS. The memo rioted th,at associating
such :~IP'\J~ems, with work done by.~he
AEC. pr:l~,c~ntrattots w~uld ~use •an
increase m msurance clatms, mcreased
difficulty in labor relations and adverse
public sentiment"
1

•

Laid to waste
I

The brick remains of Simonds Saw
and Steel sit empty 11:ow, fenced ott: to
the' public, marked wtth stgns warmng
of radiation hazards. Federal programs
set up to address pollution froff! nuclear weapons work haye l?assed tt .by.
The 9.1-acre site hes m a sectton of
LockPort devoted to. m~.\lstrial de~e!
opment But the Stmonds proper~
now owned by a bankruptcy trustee it
Plij!acldphia, is unfit for ~ll!llan ~se. Its
t()tal· assessed value, buildmgs mcluded, is $150. "We actually have a shortage of good industriallaod. and ~he (Si_.
monds) site has good potential forlight
industrial use," s.Ws Edmund Sullivan
of the Niagara County J>l~ DepaJ1:ment. "We'd like t6.sef:.',ij:\at,site
cleaned up and back on the. taX rolls.
We think it's a federal responsibility."
The u.s. gove~nme~t,ill.as.seent decades arguing qutte the't>PP()~tte: · .
When the AEC ~d SimoO;d~ to roll
urani4J11 and thorium metal,, it lncluded a "hold harmless" tli~eJn the
contract. It essen~ial~'freed ~:gov
erpro~nt from hability for ~amage
dorie' to Simonds' site or its Workforce
as a result of the wea(>ons work. 'l)le
AEC included such Clauses in virtucilly
all its contracts. They have beet) :US~
by U.S. officials over the past 20 ~ars
to rule out federal cleanups at a number of former. contracting sit~ ~hatremain contammated. from thei(:weapons work. This summer,·:NeW ·York
state filed notice of.;itS iotetitiol) to ~ue
the Department off:n¢~/tJieJl\o~~
ern-day steward oft:\ie nucleap·w~p
ons program, to force~ federal tl~up
at the old mill. It might.be th~ fii'St senous test of the "hold harmless" Clauses.
· "The U.S. government's faUure :to
C:lean up the site, despite its d$legal
·duty to do so, is ~xcus~blet:,,~ew
_y~ AttorneY_ (@eJ:.tL.ii~S~r
says. "The citizens of New York cdntinue to live with a seriou5 radiol6gical
.threat because of fegerat foot-Qragging.
It's a disgrace." ~ ]!pei."gy ·Department recently otfere'd J:o ~retofum¢nd
that Simonds' poUtition fin~ly be con:
sidered for federal action: The· state
wants a fiimer - and mbre immediate
-,commitment
·. :,:,", . ; ; ,
:like many of the coo~~tl sites
left over from the govetpme(lt's l)Uclear ,weapons con,tra~·:operation. Simonds poses httle irtltnlnent. public
health risk. Most of the radioactivity is
."fixed" in the plant's walls and soil, un'ltkely to move off the site or affect anyone who doesn't regUlarly spend time
on the abandoned property.
But if the land is disturbed, or if
buildings are torn down, there's risk
that the radioactivity coUld be released
.into the air or migrate into water supplies. State estimates ,for cleapup:
$18 million to $50 million.

a

Early knowledge
The A~C knew. early on that waste
from its Work at Simonds was polluting
both the plant and the surrounding area., Jn a 1949 report circUlated to top
coUim.ission staff, health and safety officiills noted that contaminated water.
used to cool heated uranium and thorium rods, was durriped directly into the
local' sewer system. They .proposed a
study to detennine the amount of ra.dioacti\{ity in t~e Vyater, but it appears
that was never done.
In 1950, an inspection of the plant
fo(lod r~dipactive du~t on mpny_ rafters
and led~es. AEC offictals surveymg the
site also.r\oted a "substantial increase"
in uranium dust exiting the plant from
ventifation exhaust stacks.
Simonds' management resisted
some requests to clean up the steel
mill, l~ords show. After AEC work at
the site was finished in the mid-'SOs the rQ1liltg and milling was shifted to
the ri~. government-owned Fernald
uranium processing plant in Cincinnati
- the commission hired a private firm
to decontaminate Simonds.
That effort, mostly wiping dust off
~ed surfaces in the plant,· ~as
enough for the AEC to deem the stte
cleap enough for "unrestricted use."
In 1977, the government came back
for another look. A federal suJVey
found radioactivity in the plant and
nearby soU at levels far above modernday safety1imits. . '·
But based on the "hold harmless"
clause cin ..Simonds' old government
contracts; the site was deeme,d ineligible for government cllWlup. Officials
notified state and local etlvtronmental
agencies and walked away. The plant
has been shuttered for nearly 20 years,
but the fight over who should clean it
up has· (:ODtinued. A few years ago, a
homeless man was found living in the
building. local officials worried about
his health, but he. declined medical attention and moved on.
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EXCISED

I

By'RobertOeutsch, USA TODAY

Lasting ~ect on communlt)l: .fd too~. 84, stands in front o~ the former Simond~~
Steel plant in L?ckp~r.t,
N.Y. The mill where Cook used to work IS now fenced off, cons1de~:ed unfit for hum.:m use because of the radioactiVIty.

'and

Official sites
got'lltention;
priva~e s-tesjJtayed privatt
's no tell" .·.
ffiUC.h

;.·~'liJ'
damage should, .If at all possible, b~ fol- 1 The AEC did ~omtor workplace ha;
There
IQS\LH~,.~1f
lowed carefully m the future. . . .
ards and ecological problems at mar
.
Or
efiVl.
r:o··.··.·•.<'/'·. ·;;~n''tal dam·· _ "Unless this is done," the ~port. a.dd.~' .ofthe private company sites t~at did i
health
·~.
ed, "there could be a cons1dera~le lag weapons work, but only while tho~
ag·e ffiay Or rna' .• fibhave
'
between the appearana: pf diseas.e operations were ongoing. Despite tt
~g · .
.
conditions and the recogmtton of thetr · ,protests of some health and safety off
etiology," or cause.
.. '. ' ' . cials, those studies were almost nev~
been done at t ' :~.:':,•· ro:es· of
Many in the AECexpressed the same .asamatterofpolicy, shared with worl
Sites where companieS Sff'·~··· tlt1 worked sort
of ~on~erns about environ.mental. ~
...·.o.rneighborswhomightbeaffect~
contarnmat10n.
·
~;~ once the government closed
fOr the nUClear WeapOnS i~
faffi.
"It .is unt~inkable that· AOC wo':lld :contracts, it did not go back to revie
It
·
permit the discharge of
radio- •long-term effects.
.J....i.

1', , '

•

•

·

. ·

'.. ,, ,;·:.,,
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The big federal studies that have
identified increased rates of cancer and
other illnesses among workers and
neighbors at government-owned
weapons plants never looked for prob!ems at privately owned facilities that
did similar work, often with far fewer ·
safety precautions. And some contracting sites still have never been checked
thoroughly for contamination.
Yet federal officials recognized 50
years ago that sud) follow-up would be
necessary.
In a 1949 report 0n risks to workers
at private facilities processing uranium
for the AEC, medical officials in the
commission's New York office warned
that "this large reservoir of potential

,,

,J.'

1

, -,·..

active or toxic wastes
or wateJWays without ·.
within . reasonable limits,
ttlese acfions will
fied 1948 memo
sian's sanitary
posal of wastes
.·
(exhaust) hoods into
atmosphere
carries with it a responsibility to all
who may be affected."
The memo, sent to top AEC officials,
noted, "At each of our producingflants
and laboratories, the disposal o toxic
and radioacti~e was~es presents an actual or potential senous problern (and)
theirdischargetotheatmosphere(and)
soil, to sewers or to wate!Ways involves
hazards of' 'arious degrees."

'· · .lt wasn't until the late 1970s that tt
· rgovernment launched an effort to a1
;dress contamination from nude.
jWeapons production at private COl
: tracting sites. Butthe Formerly Utilizt
1.Sl~~ Remedial Act10n Program (FU
RAP has been politicized and ti
e . t as no c ec e or contan
nation at some properties where cor
panies did hazardous work and tl
· investigations it did often proved inad
quate. Moreover, some sites whe
FUSRAP did find radiological probler
(it?,s~yor~ generally did not look 1
c~ toxms) were deemed "inel~
ble for cleanup because of old "he
harmless" ·releases.
On the worker health front, ther,
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been even less effort to account for the
impact of the weapons program's contracting efforts.
Twice, the government has sponsored limited studies.
In one, researchers found in the early
1990s that workers who did uranium

By Robert Deutsch, USA TODAY

cappola: Simonds retiree says he
would have kept his good-paying job
even if he had known the risks.
refining at Mallinckrodt Chemical Co. in
"St. Louis showed increases in lymphat-

ic, esophageal and rectal cancers, as
well as kidney diseases. A study in the
early 1980s of workers who processed
uranium at Linde Air Products in Tonawanda, N.Y., also found higher rates of
cancer and respiratory ills.
It's past time to "fill out the story,"
says Robert Alvarez, former special adviser to Energy Secretary Bill Richardson on health and safety issues.
"The nuclear weapons program was
far more widespread, and contamination and worker health problems were
far more ubiquitous on a national scale"
than the government has acknowledged, adds Alvarez, who now works
as a private consultant and was briefed
on USA TODAY's investigation. "The
systemic failure to provide a safe working environment and to protect and
warn people (at risk) played out at
these sites everj day. The companies
should be held responsible, but ultimately, they worked for the government, which also had a responsibility to
ensure that these places were safe."
The Clinton administration has made
a more aggressive effort than ever before to bOost federal accountability for
the health and environmental legacy of
nuclear weapons production. But the
private contracting sites that worked
on the weapons program still have gotten relatively little attention.
In the past year, Energy Secretary Bill
Richardson has offered the first government admissions that the nuclear
weapons program caused widespread

health problems, but his statem.:nts
have focused on the problems at big,
government-owned production plants
and labs. And the legislation now being
considered to offer compensation to
sick workers promises only to cover
those who worked at federal facilities,
leaving future administrations the option of deciding whether employees at
private contracting sites should be covered. ·
The bill "is written broadly enough so
it would clearly include people at these
other facilities," says Assistant Energy
Secretary David Michaels, who argues
that Congress, with its regional constituencies, would not allow workers from
private sites to be cut out of the deal.
"We didn't want to write specific sites
into the bill because we knew we
would (miss) some of them."
As for environmental contamination,
Energy Department reports in recent
years have occasionally noted problems associated with work done on the
property of private companies. But relatively few of those operations were
named specifically, and there's been no
compilation of a comprehensive public
registry of all the places where that sort
of work took place.
After years of federal inaction, many
workers and communities that are
aware of risks they may face because of
nuclear weapons contracting operations have learned to live with them.
"If I'd have known (about the hazards), I would have asked more questions, taken more precautions," says
Nick Cappola, 80, a Simonds retiree
who inilled much of the thorium that
came through the plant and remains in
good health. "I guess I'm lucky. But if I'd
have known everything, all of it, I still
would have stayed there."
Why? Cappola shrugs his shoulders
as if the answer is obvious: "Five kids."
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More than .1 00,000 pages of
docunBentssurveyed
USA TODAY investigative reporter
Peter Eisler spent 10 months on this
"Poisoned workers & poisoned places"
project Eisler:
~ Examined more than 100,000
pages of declassified docume~ts d~tail
ing the work private compames dtd for
the nuclear weapons program and the
infoni1ation that researchers gathered
on the workers. The reporting took
him to archives in Washington, D.C.;
Atlanta; Albany, N.Y.; and College Park,
Md. The records are mostly from the
files of the Atomic Energy Commission
and the Manhattan Project
~ Visited sites where the work was
done, or directed other reporters to
them, in 10 states. Eisler and the other
reporters interviewed more than three
dozen people who had worke.d'"at such
plants or are relatives of such workers. ·
~ Conducted scores of additional interviews with medical arid scientific
experts, current or former govern~t
officials, congressional ste1ff. union officials and activists.
~ Created an extensive corhputer
database that catalogs information he
uncovered about the sites where work
was done.
- ~ Filed a half-dozen Freedom of Information Act requests for documents
not available at the archives.
In addition to that work, USA TODAY
contracted with the Institute for Energy and Environmental Studies, a nonpartisan public interest research group,
to perform "dose recopstruction" studies. Those studies, bas~ on the records uncovered by Eisler, provide esti- ·
-mates of how much radiation worker~
absorbed when doing the weapqns
work. The institute did similar research .
for workers and neighbors at the government-owned Fernald weapons pm- .
duction facility in Cincinnati. The federal government later settled lawsuits by
the workers ~d neighbors, who a!~
leged they were exposed to dangerous
levels of radiation.
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'JYpe of radiation doesn't matter:
'The devil is in the dose'

The (Ottawa, Ill.) Daily Times file photo via AP

A hazardous art Workers at U.S. Radium who han~-~ainted glow-inthe-dark dials similar to these suffered effects of radiation exposure.
By Steve Sternberg
USA TODAY

· The best information on the risks
of these exposures has emerged
from intensive research involving
For three years, Grace Fryer of survivors of the atomic bombings
Orange, N.J., worked for t~e U.S. Ra- of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945.
dium Co. Each day, she miXed glue, As many as 200,000 people were
water and radium powder and ap- killed immediately or died in the
plied the glimmering, glow-in-the- aftermath of the explosions. Sciendark paint to the numbers .on tists also have linked 428 of 4,863
watch faces. When the narrow tips cancer cases in atomic bomb surviof the horsehair brushes became vors from 1950 to 1990 to genetic
misshapen, she reshaped t~em damage from the bomb blasts.
with her lips, as her supervisors
Cancer occurs because radiation
had advised.
disables genetic controls on ceil
"I think I pointed mine with my growth and replication, says Owen
lips about six times to every wat~h Hoffman of the environmental condial," she told the Orange Dally suiting firm SENES Oak Ridge in
Courier in 1928..
Tennessee. Whether the radiation
In 1922, two years after Fryer left comes from uranium, polonium,
the factory to take a job as a bank thorium or radium doesn't matter;
teller her teeth began falling out what matters is the amount of raand she developed a painful ab- dioactive energy deposited in tisscess in her jaw. She and four other sue, Hoffman says. 'The devil is in
women filed a much~publicized the dose," he says.
lawsuit against their employer.
Researchers think of radiation
Eventually, the women won a set- dosages as the amount of energy
tlement of $10,000 each, plus a absorbed per unit of body mass,
$600-a-year annuity and medical usually expressed in scientific units
expenses. Soon after, they died.
as joules per kilogram, says Keith
At that time, little was known Ecke~an, a d~simetry expert ?t
about how nuclear radiation affects Oak Ridge Nat1o~al Laboratory m
human health. The case, perhaps Tennessee.SomeJ~otopes are more
the first· involving occupatio~al .ex- likely than o~hers to affect human
posure to lethal doses of radi~tion, health followmg exposure because
marked the birth of a new science, they emit more radiation.
the study of the health effects of raScie_ntis~ measure the a~ou~t
dioactive isotopes.
of radioactive energy deposited m
The field would grow along w!th tissue us~ a unit called a "gray."
the nation's nuclear weapons m- qne ~ay IS enou&h tC? cause rad1adustry -. abetted, ~uthorities say, tion sickness •. ~h1ch .'s marked by
by scientists detef!Dmed to d~e~en nausea, vom1t~g, diarrhea, fever
their understandmg of radiation il!ld t~e sloughmg o~ £?f d<1:maged
aiia its risks by exposing thousands tissue. m ~he gut. RadiatiOn siCknes~
of people to radioactive substances. can kill m hours, days or weeks,
Cancer patients, pregnant women, death is brought on ?Y infection or
orphans and military personnel uncontrolled blee~mg. However.
were exposed. So were thousands people do become Ill at mu~h lowof workers in government labo_ra- er do~es. "The consen~us IS th~t
tories and weapons-production there IS no do~e at which there IS
plants, and thousands m~r~. in the absoll_ltely no nsk," Hoffman says.
private manufacturing faoht1~s de- A single_ dose of about 0.15 gray
tailed in this USA TODAY senes.
to the gemtals can cause temporary

sterility in men, and 0.25 gray de- cancer in a population by one ca~
livered to a fetus at day 28 of gesta- per 1,000 people, but radon ir
tion can cause birth defects and creases the lifetime risk of lur
other developmental problems. taflcer to one in 100. Experts no I
Experts say studies of the survivors that •;JO% of lung cancers amor
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki have rion-smokers in the general po~
shown that a dose gre.ifer than 0.2 ulation are thought to result fror
gray is enough to significantly in- radon ~xposure.
If there is good news, it is th.:
crease the number of cancers that
radium is readily distribute'
emerge in a population.
throughout bone, diluting th
Researchers have found that:
.,. Uranium and various urani- amount of energy absorbe1
um compounds, used as fuel for through the entire skeleton. But ra
plutonium-production reactors or dium can cause bone cancer, as i
as the explosive in atomic bombs, did in many of Grace Fryer's co
can affect the body in different workers in the watch-face factory:
. .,.. Beryllium is non-radioactiv1
ways, depending on how they are
processed. If a uranium compound but extremely hazardous. Strange
isn't soluble, it is likely to be in- than steel and lighter than alumi
haled as dust and collect in the rium, Beryllium is useful in bomb
lungs, where it eventually causes . making and aerospace. ("There'!
cancer. If the uranium compound is even a bicycle made of berylliurr
soluble, it is deposited m bone, alloy," says Babette Marrone, an exwhere it can cause leukemia by pert on chronic beryllium diseas~
damaging the blood-forming mar- at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.:
row. uranium, and such com- Beryllium disease most common!~
pounds as uranium hexafluoride strikes machinists who work with
and uranium tetrafluoride, also can the metal. It collects in the lungs.
In some people, beryllium depoact as a chemical toxin, killing off
sition is harmless; others have a
cells in the liver and kidney.
Although about 80% of uranium genetic susceptibility that makes
is excreted from the bodY. irl tbe beryllium .exposure life-threatenfirst day, the remainder can ~tay in ing. In those cases, immune cells in
the body for years.
the lungs encase beryllium parti.,. Polonium, a radioactive de- cles in nodules of scar tissue, which
cay product of radon that is used to. impair. breathing.
trigger chain reactions in nuclear · How severe the illness is deweapons, behaves differently, than pend~ on the indiVidual's sensitivity
uranium. Although polonium expo- ·to beryllium. Effects can emerge 10
sure is likely to occur by inhaling to 40 years after exposure, with an
dust particles in the air1 polonium average latency of about 12 years.
doesn't settle in the lungs, a5 urani- People who are highly sensitive to
urn does. It filters into .the blood beryllium can deteriorate in a matand is carried throughout the body. ter of months, suffocating because
"Polonium's hazards may well be their lungs no longer function; othhigher than uranium becavse .a .ers might experience mild illness
larger dose of energy would be re- or not get sick at all.
tained in the body longer," Eckerman says. Because jt travels
throughout the body, polonium has
been linked to more ·soft-tissue
cancers than bone cancers. Typical
sites: the liver, spleen an<;! kidney.
.,. Thorium, used in nuclear reactors that produce enriched uraniurn and plutonium, concenn:ates !n
the lungs and in focal pomts m
bone. "It can localize in the skeleton, irradiating critical blood-forming tissues," Eckerman. s~ys. The
short-term danger is radiation sick- ·
ness; the long-term dangers are
lung cancer, leukemia, lymphoma
and bone cancer.
.,. Radium, a common byproduct of uranium refining, gives off
radon gas. Radon gas is hi~hly carcinogenic: Most radioactive substances will increase the risk of
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Some private contractors that did
nuclear weapons work, by state
This is believed to be the most comprehensive list ever made public of the private sites
where companies had contracts or subcontracts to do work for the government's nuclear
weapons program.
USA TODAY reviewed more than 100,000 pages of declassified federal records and identified more than 300 private companies and properties that apparently were engaged in
weapons work. In many cases, though, the newspaper was unable to confirm the specific
nature of the contracting operations. This list includes 150 sites for which basic information
could be obtained. In a few cases, the list also shows properties that were not directly employed in weapons work but were contaminated by contracting efforts nearby.
The list does not include military or other government-owned installations, nor does it
include the many colleges and universities that had research contracts with the weapons
program. It also does not account for the many uranium mines and mills employed by the
nuclear weapons program. Wherever possible, the list indicates worker health risks or environmental contamination. But that information, like the list itself, is not comprehensive.
~,i.

City
Birmingham

Contractor/site
Operation
Southern Research Institute Research and testing on uranium and other radioactive material, 1950-62.
Work involved at least 440 pounds of uranium metal, but total quantity of
material handled is unclear.

~.····.

Downey
La jolla
Pleasanton
Richmond

Riverside
Simi Valley[
Canoga Park
Walnut Creek

North American Aviation

Processed at least 300 uranium slugs slated for use as
in earl J. 953.
Processed and recycled scrap uranium materials, early 1960s. Duration of
General Atomics
work and quantity of material handled unclear.
General Electric Vallecitos Research on nuclear fuel elements, late 'SOs-'78. About 30 cubic yards of
highly contaminated wastes, now stored on site, are slated for federal
Nuclear Center
cleanu .
Limited processing and purification of uranium, involving at least 700
Stauffer Metals
pounds of material, early 1960s. Records show some decontamination was
done on equipment and facilities. Total quantity of material handled and
duration of work unclear.
· .
·
Fabrication and extrusion of uranium and zirconium metals, 1959-61. DuHunter Douglas/
Bridgeport Brass
ration and volume of work unclear, but company handled at le<Jst 1,600
pounds of uranium metal:
·
The Santa Susana Field Lab and nearby plants handled. various research
Atomics Inti/Rockwell
and uranium processing jobs, mid-50s through mid-60s. Some facilities
were contaminated and are slated for federal cleanup.
·
Studies on processing of uranium and thorium ores, '1947-57. A 1977 fedDow Chemical
eral su~~y showed no cont~~llatio?:
Extraction of uranium from scrap material for reuse
weapons program during the 1960s. The site, used primarily for commercial radium
production, is contaminated with an array of toxic and radioactive wastes.
Government-supervisedcleanup is ongoing.

Denver

~<-·
Bridgeport
Bridgeport Brass,
Bridgeport
Canaan
Putnam
Seymour
Stamford
Waterbury

~·.··············
North Claymont
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Extrusion and machining of uranium metal, 1952-62. Such operations
typically generated radioactive dust. A 1980 federal survey, found no sigHavens Plant
nificant contamination at the site.
American Chain and Cable Milled uranium rods in 1944. Records suggest work was quite limited; total quantity of material handled is unclear.
Nelco Metals
Production of purified magnesium, late 1940s.
Metals Selling
Storage of large quantities of purified magnesium, late 1940s.
Rolling and extrusion of uranium metal from 1962-64. Quantity of materiBridgeport Brass
al handled is unclear. Government surveys in early '90s showed uranium
contamination in floor drains and soil. Federal cleanup completed in 1994.
At least two series of tests on various processes for refining uranium comDorr
pounds in 1954. Records indicate the process raised considerable amount
of radioactive dust. Volume and duration of work unclear.
Limited extrusion, machining and copper-cladding of uranium metal,
American Brass
1956-59, including at least SO billets in 1959. Records suggest limited potential for contamination because material was copper-coated. No recent
radiation SllfVeys foun~ for this site.
Allied Chemical and Dye

Research on extracting uranium from phc1sphoric
ords suggest only a few pounds of
concentrate were produced. In
1977, federal officials ruled that the limited potential for contamination
made a radiation survey unnece?sary.
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Bartow

Bartow

Mulberry

Nichols
Ridgewood
Tampa

Armour Fertilizer Works

Research on extracting uranium from phosphoric acid, 1951-55.
suggest only gram quantities of uranium concentrate were produced. Partial federal survey in 1977 showed slightly elevated radiation levels attributed to phosphate operations.
lnt'l Minerals and Chemical Extensive uranium extraction from phosphat~ solutions, mid-1950s. Produced 100 tons of uranium oxide, typically at a rate of 2-3 tons per month.
Partial federal survey in 1977 showed slightly elevated radiation levels attributed to commercial phosphate operations.
lnt'l Minerals and Chemical Research on uranium recovery from phosphate-rich clay, 1951-55. Records
suggest a limited amount of material was produced. Partial federal survey
in 1977 found slightly elevated radiation levels attributed to commercial
phosphate operations.
Virginia-Carolina Chemical Extracted less than 10 tons of uranium from phosphoric acid, 1954-55.
Small amount of radioactive soil removed after 1977 federal survey. Slight
contamination remained, attributed partly to commercial phosphate work.
W.R Grace
Uranium recovery from phosphoric acid, 1954-55. Operation was shortlived, and quantity of material handled appears low. Federal survey of the
site in 1977 showed radiation levels typical of phosphate operations.
U.S. Phosphoric Plant
Uranium extraction, 1951-54; peak production 60 tons per year.
Uranium Recovery Unit
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Blue Island

Vapofier

Chicago

Quality Hardware
and Machine

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
East Moline

Granite City
joliet
joliet

Madison
Metropolis
N. Chicago
W. Chicago

~

Fort Wayne

Shelbyville

R Krasberg and Sons

Company was scheduled to machine 96 uranium metal
it's unclear whether the work was performed.
Canned uranium metal rods in aluminum casings, 1944-45, handling at
least 29,000 pieces. Records suggest low potential for contamination. A
1989 survey found no significant levels of radiation.
Records suggest the company was hired to machine limited amounts of
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Museum of Science
and Industry
Podbeilniac

Rooms used by Argonne National Laboratory for research on radioactive ·
material, 1946-53. No signs of contamination in 1977 federal surveY,
Small amount of experimental uranium processing in 1957. Recol:ds suggest equipment was decontaminated after work's completion.
American Machine
Tested methods for dehydrating uranium compounds over two-day period
and Metals
in 1960. At least 25 pounds of material involved. Records suggest limited
potential for environmental contamination or radiation exposures to workers.
Granite City Steel
X-ray testing of uranium ingots, 1958-66. Radiological surveys in 1989 and
1991 identified small amounts of radioactive contamination in the building. Federal cleanup .completed in 1993.
William E. Pratt Mfg.
Machining and grinding of uranium metal, 1943-46. Records suggest some
radioactive dust may have been generated during the intermittent operations. A 1989 federal survey found no significant contamination at the site.
Blackson Chemical
Extracted the better part of 2 million pounds of uranium from phosp~te,
1965-62. Federal survey in 1977 found elevated radiation in 'soil !'rid
building; waste could not be segregated from that linked to commercial ,
phosphate work.
\
Dow Chemical
Uranium foundry work In 1957, Dow performed research on uranium '
metal extrusion; In 1959-60, uranium. rods were extruded for the government's Weldon Spring, Mo., plant.
·
Allied Chemical Plant
Beginning in 1962, refining and production of uranium compounds. Feder.::
a! cleanup planned for on-site contamination.
Fansteel Metallurgical
Beryllium processing.
Lindsay Light and Chern/ Large-scale thorium purification mid-'40s through mid-'50s; provided
Lindsay Chemical
about 4,600 tons of purified thorium for the weapons program ~tensive
radioactive contamination of both buildings and grounds. Federa1/sta~e
cleanup ongoing.
_:,:?=~~~~~~1•Jttlr~:~~1i~tt;~~it1¥
Intermittent extrusion and grinding of substantial quantities of uranium ,
Joslyn Mfg. and Supply
metal, 1944-49. Such operations typically raised radioactive dust A '1949
federal survey showed some. contamination and clean-up was done. In
· 1976, slightly elevated radiation found in isolated areas.
General Electric Plant
Processed and compacted at least 500 pounds of thorium meta1 iri 1956.
Records show some decontamination was done upon work's comgletion.
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Davenport

Bendix Aviation,
Pioneer Division

Unknown - subcontractor to Feed Materials Production Center.in Feinald,
Ohio; very small amounts of testing of decontamination techniques ori 20
uranium storage drums.

~
Curtis Bay,
Baltimore

W.R Grace

Processed approximately 998 tons of thorium in
planned for 36,000 cubic yards of radioactive waste on proJ:>erty: ,
~ ;·
.
.- ::.'
· ,.:=_:.~;~--~:1~~1%:~:1~1~t0it~£%.~¥~1fi[itW~:J~1fi:
Component fabrication; no evidence that radioactive materials were handled.
Testing of relatively small amounts of uranium-contaminated magnesium
compounds 1966-68; subcontractor to Fernald plant.
FabriGated enriched uranium foils for AEC, 1952-59.
Uranium refining, 1942-48. Produced uranium metal in form of pyrophoric
powder; recast uranium metal scrap; researched methods of extracting
uranium from ores; worked with large quantities of uranium.

~chusetts

Allston

Raytheon

Ashland

Fenwal

Attleboro
Beverly

Metals and Controls
Metal Hydrides

Toxic con't ..•
Concord
Graniteville

Nuclear Me rals
C. B. Sargent & Sons ,

Hudson
Indian Orchard

La Pointe Machine
and Tool
Chapman Valve Mfg.

Newton

NRC Equipment

West Hanover

American Potash
& Chemical

Winchester

Winchester Engineering
and Analytical Center

Worcester

Heald Machine

Michigan
Adrian

Extrusion andprocessing uranium metal; also worked with beryllium:-Tests on drying and extrusion of uranium and thorium compounds in
1968. Tests indicated minimal potential for airborne contamination.
Limited testing of machining techniques on small amounts of uranium
metal, 1956. Some equipment later had to be decontaminated.
Machined large volumes of uranium metal into rods and bars for nuclear
reactor fuel. Burned uranium chips and shavings in incinerator.
Firm was scheduled to do welding and melting of uranium metal components, but it is unclear whether the work was completed. Federal records
also show that this site handled heryllium for the nuclear weapons proram.
Production of lithium carbonate in 1955. In early 1960s, worked with limited quantities of various uranium compounds.
Private contractors, including American Cyanamid and National Lead Co.,
developed processes for refining uranium and thorium in this government-owned building, 1952-59. Radioactive waste from the operation was
later found to have been dumped in the Woburn landfill.
Tested specialized drilling equipment on 100 uranium metals rods for four
days in May 1960. Records indicate equipment was decontaminated at the
end of the test.

Bridgeport Brass/
General Motors

Extrusion of thorium and uranium, sometimes enriched, 1950s.
show operations raised radioactive dust. Contamination found in floors,
plumbing, mid-'SOs. Federal cleanup removed 175 cubic yards of waste in

Adrian

Gerity-Michigan

Battle Creek

Oliver ·

Detroit

Revere Copper and Brass

Detroit

Wolverine Tube Division

Detroit

Carboloy

Farmington

Star Cutter

Flint

AC Spark Plug

Saginaw

Baker-Perkins

Saginaw

Mitts & Merrel

Extrusion of beryllium at a government-leased facility, 1949. Duration of
work and quantity of materials handled unclear.
Conversion of uranium compounds to metal briquettes. Records show at
least 10,000 pounds of uranium compounds was processed with "considerable potential" for radioactive contamination.
Extrusion and machining of hundreds of tons uranium, as well as SO!Jle
beryllium, 1943-54. Records of the time suggest substantial worker exposures to radioactive and toxic dust.
Uranium, beryllium and thorium extrusion and fabrication of uranium
slu s, 1943-46.
Grinding of uranium slugs, mid-1950s; volume and duration of work unclear.
Drilled uranium metal slugs in june 1956; quantity and duration of operation unknown.
Fabrication of beryllium components; quantity and duration of operation
unknown.
Mixing of uranium compounds in the mid-'50s; duration of work and
quantity of material unknown. Documents 'indicate some potential for
contamination.
Crushing and grinding of thorium compounds, mid-1950s. Operation created high levels of radioactive dust. Duration of work and volume of material handled are unclear.
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City
Hazelwood

Hematite

Commercial Discount
of Chicago/Latty Ave.
United Nuclear

joplin

Roger Iron

StLouis

Me dart

St. Louis

St Louis Airport
Storage Site
Mallinckrodt Chemical

St. Louis

t4et.iada

Henderson

Operation
In the 1960s, stored large quantities of radioactive waste from uranium
and thorium processing by Mallinckrodt Co. in St. Louis.
·
Processed and recycled scrap uranium materials, early 1960s. Duration of
work and quantity of material handled unclear.
Hired in 1956 to crush magnesium liners from uranium-contaminated ·
vessels used in uranium processing. Volume and duration of work un~Jear,
though the job apparently posed relatively little contamination risk.
Testing of machining equipment on unspecified number of uranium metal
bars for one week in 1952. Records suggest "considerable" amounts of
uranium dust were raised during the tests. Unclear whether decontamination took place.
Storage of residues resulting from processing of uranium ore at Mallinckrodt in St. Louis from 1946 to late 1950s..
Processed thousands of tons of uranium and thorium at several sites in
downtown St. Louis, 1942-57. Some areas cleaned up, others remain contaminated and are slated for federal action.
."
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Titanium Metals

Limited chemical processing in late-'50s of magnesium fluoride with low
uranium content. Extent of work appears to have been limited. Little documentation exists.

R Brew

Subcontracted to test new furnace designs for heating uranium metal.
Records suggest small amounts of material and little potential for contamination.

NeWHa$p.Sbire
Concord

Toxic con't ...
New jersey
Bayway

Bloomfield
Burlington
Deepwater
jersey City

Maywood
Newark
Wallington
Wayne

West Orange

New Yo&
Akron

Bayside
Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Brooklyn

Buffalo
Buffalo

Buffalo
Colonie

Dunkirk
Hicksville
Ithaca

Lackawanna
Lockport

New York

New York

Uranium extrusion and ~lling. Possibly involved in uranium enrichment
work as well. Duration and quantity of work unknown.
Produced up to one ton per month of uranium metal, 1941-43. Records
Westinghouse Electric
show additional uranium and thorium work through 1946; quantities unclear. Residual contamination cleaned by Westinghouse, late 1970s.
·
Beryllium processing. Quantity of material and extent of operation unclear.
U.S. Pipe and Foundry
DuPont Chambers Works Large-scale production and processing of various uranium compounds,
(E.I. duPont de Nemours 1942-47. Substantial contamination remains; slated for federal cleanup.
Substantial amounts of uranium processing, including isotope separation,
Kellex/Pierpont (Vitro)
1940s-1950s. Purchased by Vitro in 1951, weapons work concluded in
1953. Government cleaned up 273 cubic yards of radioactive waste in
1981.
Maywood Chemical Works Large-scale thorium refining, some lithium production, 1940s and '50s.
,
Extensive contamination with uranium, thorium and radium wastes. Federal cleanup ongoing.
Reprocessing of substantial amounts of radioactive platinum, early 1950s;
Baker and Co;
duration and quantity of material unclear. Air quality studies during. the
Baker and Williams
operation showed no significant contamination.
Extrusion and tutting of uranium metal, early to mid-1950s; Records sugTube Reducing
gest the operation raised substantial levels of radioactive dust.
Produced large amounts of thorium for both the weapons program and '
Rare Earths/W.R. Grace
commercial use, 1948-71. Company bought by W.R. Grace in 1957. Federal
cleanup of adjacent properties is complete. Main site acquired by U.S. government in 1984 and designated as interim storage site for remaining radioactive wastes, inclupng 109,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil.
Processed uranium compounds, late 1950s to early '60s, quantities exVitro
.ceeding more than 10,000 pounds per year in early '60s. In late '50s, company also did isotope separation work. .1977 federal survey found minor
Phelps Dodge Copper

Carborundum Metals

.,. . . . ::·0tt([~Y!~~:]tr%i;:st~~~~~j~~~Wi2.~:',~~'sAi~r~~Y·
Refining of hafnium and zirconium for AEC's nuclear reactor materials pro-

gram. Generated thousands of gallons of liquid thiocyanate waste and other chemical byproducts, many disposed of at nearby Lake Ontario Ordnance Works near Niagara Falls.
Extensive research and some processing of uranium, thorium and possibly
Sylvania Electric;
Sylvania Corning Nuclear beryllium compounds, late 1940s to early 1960s.
Machining of uranium, thorium and zirconium metal plates and rods used
American Machine and
to produce nuclear weapons fuel, 1951-54.1n 1951, the company maFoundry
chined at least 125 tons of uranium metal.
·
Thorium
processing
and}9r
st9rage
involving
about
13,500
pounds
of
rnaWolff-A! port
' ~.
, terial in 1950: Duration of contract 'and total quantity of material handled
· unclear.
·
American Machine
Machined uranium, thorium.and .zirconium metal, 1951-55, including at
~fiDd Found~~NY.~tY .· . ~least 12Slqns in CQIJ!fact:'s firSt year.·Operations carried significant poten. tial for raising radioactive d,ust. f;lo re,:ords found on worker exposures,
site contamination.
Alrierican Car and Fol.indry/ Production of weapoits components, apparently not involving radioactive
Buffalo Works
materials, such as ligl)tweight aluminum bomb casings.
B & LSteel
Straightening, grinding and rollmg of uranium metal rods, 1950s. Rec;ords
suggest operatioQ raised substantial amounts of radioactive dust. About 20
cubic yards of radioactive waste and debris removed in federal cleanup,
1995.
.
Buflov;U<
·Records suggest limited te.sting ofprocessing techniques on uranium compounds in 195 t. Quantity of materials used and duration of work unclear.
National Lead Industries/ Fabrication of uraniurn and thorium metal, 1950s. Extensive radioactive
Colonie Site
Wa.ste from stacks. Federal cleanup done on more than 50 nearby properties; remediation ongoirig itt tnain site, which holds 52,500 cubic yards of
. . contaminated soil.
··
·
Allegheny-Ludlum Steel
Limited extrusionofurariium metal rods, 1950-52. Such operations typically raised significant amounts of radioactive dust. A federal survey in
1980 found no evidence of residual contamination at the site.
Conversion of powdered uranium compounds into metal nuclear fuel eleSylvania Corning Plant/
plaj!t produced 5,000 uranium slugs.
Sylvania Electric Products ments, t 952-66. In 1954,
At least two series of f-;>rgirlg tests on uranium metal tubes, 1961-62. Rec:
Ithaca Gun
cirds show "considera!11e potential" for radioactive dust from the tests,
which involved unspecified amounts of uranium. Some decontamination
done after tests.
· · · .\
·
··
Rolling and extrusion of uranium metal billets, 1949-52. Extremely high
Bethlehem Steel
l~vels of radioactive dust reported during some operations in 1951.
Simonds Saw and Steel
Large-scale extrusion of uranium and thorium metals, 1948-56. Up to 35
million pounds of uranium and 4Q,OOO pounds of thorium processed on
site. Records show high worker exposures to radioactive dust. Site remains
contaminated.
·
Short-term storage of concentrated uranium compounds in the early
Baker and Williams
1940s at three adjacent Manhattan warehouses. In the late 1980s, radioWarehouses
active contamination was found on the floors. Federal cleanup completed
in 1992.
'
Radiation Applications
Company considered for experiments on removing cesium and strontium
from radioactive waste, but unclear whether work was done. Company al~so. h;;td_,s~ye,~:<!l other contracts supportiog nuclear reactor operations at
federal ~ites.
'
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Toxic con't ...
Niagara Falls

Titarnum Alloys
Manufacturing

Niagara Falls

Electro Metallurgical

Nit)gara Falls

Hooker Electrochemical

Niagara Falls

Niagara Smelting Division,
Stauffer Chemical

Port Richmond

Archer-Daniels-Midland,
Staten Island Warehouse

Rochester

Gleason Works

Tonawanda

Linde Air Products Division

Tonawanda

Haist disposal site/Ashland
Oil/Seaway Industrial Park

Watervliet

Allegheny-Ludlum Steel

Multiple contracts for producing and processing zirconium, uranium compounds and thorium scrap, 1940s to 1950s. Large volumes of toxic and, in
some cases, explosive waste, dumped at government's nearby Lake Ontario Ordnance Works.
Large-scale conversion of uranium compounds to metal; processing of titanium and thorium; recycling of metallic scrap, 1942-53. High levels of radioactive dust Soil contamination found, late 1970s, but link to weapons
work unclear.
Processing of uranium-bearing slag for recycling, production of boron-1 0
and xylene hexafluoride, mainly in the 1940s. Heavily contaminated site,
also used for commercial chemical work, included in U.S. Superfund cleanu ro ram.
Production of boron trichloride, 1943-44. Records note workers' exposure
to anhydrous chlorine and boron trichloride vapors. Plant was dismantled
in 1945 without any inspection for residual hazards.
Stored thousands of drums of ore containing high levels of uranium and
radium, 1940-42. Buildings later destroyed for a parking lot. Some radioactive contamination found in 1976.
Testing of machining techniques on at least 140 uranium metal slugs (size
and weight unknown). Records suggest limited potential for airborne radioactivity. Some decontamination work later done on equipment used in
tests.
Large-scale uranium separation and processing, 1942-48. Records show
high worker exposures to radioactive dust. Buildings, soil and water contaminated; waste also was dumped at nearby properties. Federal cleanup
on oi .
Property leased in 1943 as a disposal site for radioactive waste from nearby Linde plant. Government bought site a year later and subsequently sold
it to Ashland. Widespread contamination identified in the 1970s. Federal
cleanup ongoing.
Limited extrusion and rolling of uranium metal rods, mostly on weekends,
1950-52. Such operations typically raised radioactive dust, sometimes in
substantial amounts. Surveys showed little potential for environmental
contamination.

Ohio·
Ashtabula
Cincinnati

Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cleveland

Cleveland
Cleveland

Cleveland

Cleveland

Cleveland
Cleveland

Extrusion, forging and machining of large quantities of uranium metal,
1962-88. Extensive contamination of air and soil with radioactive and toxic
bypro ducts, though most contained on site. FeQe_@_Jcleanup is ongoing.
American Steel Foundnes Limited work on converting uranium compOL.nd-, m <~leta! bars, 1954-56.
One test in 1956 involved 2,000 pounds of uranium tetrafluoride. Records
suggest the work raised radioactive dust; some decontamination done in
late 1950s.
Cincinnati Milling Machine Limited testing of electrochemical machining techniques on at least 14
pounds of uranium metal. A 1963 report indicates that the equipment
used was decontaminated.
john Van Range,
Limited testing of stamping techniques on uranium metal, 1956. Records
suggest minimal potential for radioactive contamination.
Magnus B~ass

Machining of at least 200 uranium metal ingots, 1954-57. Such operations
typically generated radioactive dust; some decontamination done, 1950s.
Process Research
Comp?DX was given contract to devel~p machining methods for weapons
~atenal m 1952, but scope and duration of work, while apparently limIted, are unclear.
R W. Leblond
Approximately 17 tons of natural uranium metal used to test boring
Machine Tho! · «<
equipment. Some decontamination work was done after the tests, slightly
contaminated coolant left for company use.
·
Brush ~ryiiium ·
Extensive research and manufacturing involving beryllium, uranium and
thorium compounds at two sites, 1942 to 1950s. Records suggest workers
faced substantial radioactive and toxic exposures. Properties redeveloped
,.
after work ended.
E.l. Du PoOt ~e ,Nemours & Testing of ~ethods for fabricating uranium metal cylinders, early 1940s.
Co;, Grasselli Research
No waste d1sposed of on site. 1976 survey found no significant contaminaLaboratory . ,
tion.
Harshaw Otemlcai
Large-scale production and refining of uranium compounds, 1942-53. Records show extremely high worker exposures to radioactive dust and toxic
fumes. Extensive contamination remains in building and grounds. No
cleanup scheduled.
Horizons
A· Refining and conversion ·Of thorium compounds into metal, 1940s-1950s.
Records show operation generated substantial radioactive dust. Contamination identified in two buildings, 1977, but site deemed ineligible for federal cleanu .
.
Clevite
Processing of uranium and thorium compounds, 1956-63, including manufacture of enriched uranium fuel for nuclear reactors. Contamination
identified in the building in 1993; private, government-certified cleanup
done in 1998. ·
McKinney Tool
Machining of uranium metal, at least six months in 1944. Quantity of maand Manufacturing
terial handled and precise duration of work unclear.
Tocco Induction
Intermittent tests of special furnace systems on uranium metal rods,
Heating Division
1966-68. Records show work was sporadic, involved relatively small
__ amounts of materi<J! with "minimal potential for residual contamination."

Toxic con•t ...
Battelle Memorial Institute, Multiple buildingsliwolvedin nuclear research, processing of uranium and
Battelle Columbus Division thorium, 1943-86. Substantial risks of radioactive and toxic exposure for
many workers. Widespread contamination remains; federal cleanup ongoin.
Columbus
B &T Metals
Machining and extrusion of uranium metal into rods over seven months in
1943. Records show the operation raised radioactive dust in work and office areas. Contamination in building and soil found in 1990; federal cleanu done in 1996.
Columbus
Multiple buildings involved in research on nuclear reactor fuels, fabrication
Battelle Columbus
of uranium rods and processing of various isotopic compounds, 1943-86.
Laboratories
Widespread contamination in buildings; limited outdoor waste. Federal
cleanup ongoing.
Dayton
The "Dayton Project" was a large-scale polonium production operation run
Monsanto Chemical
by Monsanto in private buildings leased by government, early 1940s-1949.
Federal smvey found on-site polonium contamination, 1977; slated for
federal cleanu .
Fairfield
Machining of 95,000 uranium metal slugs, 1956. Radiological smyeys in
Associated Aircraft Tool
early 1990s found contamination in building, soil. Federal cleanup, includand Manufacturing
ing removal of 160 cubic yards of radioactive waste, completed in 1995.
Herring-Hall-Marvin Safe Limited machining of uranium metal, 1943-51 (at least six tons of materiHamilton
al). Such operations typically raised radioactive dust while they were conducted. A 1988 government survey found "negligible" levels of residual
contamination.
'
t
Norwood
Shaved and stamped washers from uranium metal strips, May-june 1956.
Gruen Watch
Some air monitoring done in june 1956 indicated that radioactive dust was
raised during the intermittent operation, leaving some potential for contamination.
Alba Craft Shop
Machining of large quantities of uranium metal, 1952-57. Operations
Oxford
raised substantial amounts of radioactive dust. Federal cleanup, including
removal of 2,800 cubic yards of contaminated soil and building debris,
completed in 1995.
Painesville
Production of beryllium products including beryllium copper ingots, metal
Clifton Products
alloys and oxides, early 1940s-1950's. Health smveys done during the operation showed high levels of beryllium in plant air, up to 50 times the
safety limits of the da}(
Painesville
Site received at least 1,650 tollii of radioactive scrap steel for use in magDiamond Magnesium
nesium production, 1951-53. Residual soil contamination identified in the
1980s. Site is slated for government cleanup.
Machining of uranium metal rods, 1943-44. Records suggest the operation
Toledo
Baker Bros.
raised radioactive dust. Residual contamination identified in several outdoor areas and one small indoor area, 1989. Federal cleanup done in 1996.
Straightening of uranium metal rods, mostly on weekends, early 1940s.
Warren
Copperweld Steel
More than 3,000 pieces handled in 1943. Records suggest additional work
may have occurred. No obvious evidence of site contamination in federal
screening survey, 1988.
~-{{;J;~¥%JJ;1,\~·~;!i~ifj\t1ffi=·:·,
Aliquippa
Vulcan Crucible Tool and Cutting and extrusion of uranium metal, late 1940s. Records show many
workers were exposed to radioactive dust. In 1978, government found
Steel;.
contamination in building and soil. Federal clean-up removed 951 cubic
Aliquippa Forge
yards of waste, 1994.
Birdsboro
Birdsboro Steel & Foundry Built special equipment for machining uranium metal bars at the government's Fernald nuclear weapons facility near Cincinnati. No evidence that
any radioactive material was used at the site.
Processed large volumes of uranium from waste generated at other weapCannonsburg
Vitro Manufacturing
ons plants, 1942-57. Records show high levels of radioactive dust and
widespread environmental contamination. Federal cleanup of site and
neighbor properties, 1985.
Intermittent manufacturing of uranium metal plates, 1952-57. Records
Superior Steel
Carnegie
suggest the operation raised substantial amounts of radioactive dust. Some
residual contamination discovered in 1980 and was to be addressed by
·'
site's owners.
East Pittsburgh Westinghouse Atomic
Pilot-scale processing of uranium compounds and metal, 1940s. Details of
Power Development Plant the operation are scarce. A 1976 federal survey revealed only trace
amounts of residual contamination.
Malvern (Exton) Foote Mineral
Separation and refining of zirconium compounds, late 1940s. In 1949,
company produced about 200 pounds per month of refined zirconium for
weapons use. Duration of contract and total quantity of material handled
unclear.
McKeesport
Us. Steel, National Tube Limited testing of extrusion techniques on uranium metal, 1959-60. At
Div.
least 24 uranium billets were processed in two, week-long tests. Some
equipment decontaminated; the rest put in storage for future use. Unclear
whether more jobs done.
Philadelphia
Research on zirconium/hafnium separation, late 1940s; Research on procRohm& Haas
essing methods for uranium ores, early 1950s. Site survey in 1977 found
no evidence of contamination.
Pittsburgh
Forged more than 110,000 pounds of uranium metal into prescribed
H~ppenstall
shapes, 1955. Radioactive dust from the operation cleaned up on completion and site certified as decontaminated in both private and federal reviews,. late 1980s.
Reading
Limited extrusion of uranium metal bars, apparently for less than six
Carpenter Steel
months in 1944. Federal survey in 1988 identified minor levels of radio________________.::a.:::ct::.iv,_,e contamination, but below guidelines for unrestricted public use,_
Columbus

Toxic con't .••

Springdale

C.H. Schnoor

Washington

Jessop Steel

Waynesboro

Landis Machine Tool

West Chester

Aeroprojects

~~~-j

,•\\>>;.
C.I. Hayes

Cranston

Machining and extrusion of uranium metal, 1940s, including 24,000 uranium metal slugs for nuclear reactor fuel. Contamination found under building, late 1980s. Federal clean-up of 626 cubic yards of radioactive waste
done in 1994.
Limited rolling and extrusion of uranium metal in the mid-1950s. Radiological survey in 1989 found no obvious evidence of site contamination.
Grinding of uranium metal slugs, 1952. Quantity of uranium and duration
of work unclear. Air monitoring records suggest that considerable amounts
of radioactive dust were raised during the operation.
Research and development on methods for producing and processing materials made of beryllium, mercury, thorium, and uranium 1951-73. Work
tapered in mid-1950s. Small quantities of radioactive waste were buried
on site.
}:5\}J.,i\' ::?::.'.\: ):'::).=..:·
Conducted limited heat-treating tests. using 10 uranium billets in january
1964. Records suggest minimal potential for radioactive releases.
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W. R. Grace
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Sutton, Steele and Steele
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Processed and recycled scrap uranium materials. early 1960s. Duration of
work and quantity of matenal handled unclear.
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Hired in 1951 to test methods for removing uranium from residue left on
processing equipment. About 15 pounds of uranium was involved in initial
tests; total volume of work unclear. Records suggest little potential for
contamination.
'
Fort Worth
AMCOT
Machined approximately 5 tons of uranium metal from july 1961 to March
1963. Records suggest the process released limited amounts of radiation.
Some decontamination work was done at the site in April 1963.
Pasadena
Extracted less than 50 pounds of uranium from byproducts of phosphate
Mathieson Chemical,
work, 1951-52. Federal survey in 1977 found small amounts of radioactive
Pilot Plant
contamination in sink, drajn; material was to be sent to approved disposal
site.
Texas City
Texas City Chemicals
Recovered uranium compounds from byproducts of commercial phosphate production, 1952-56. Original plant torn down. A 1977 survey revealed above-normal levels of radiation in soils; no conclusive link to
weapons work.
t·
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Richmond
Virginia-Carolina Chemical Research for six months on methods of extracting gram quantities of uranium from byproducts of commercial phosphate production, early 1950s.
Potential for contamination deemed low in 1985; no survey was done.·
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Milwaukee

Allis-Chalmers

Machining of

uraniu~i;!!!~\~'~~;!~~~··~~~· quantity of ~ork unclear.

